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Abstract 

Two kinds of geoid map have b巴endrawn for th巴 areaof the Izu Islands by employing the 

data of over sea levelling among the islands and of v巴rticaldeflection at each island. Th巴 over

sea levelling has been made sine巴 1967,and two closed levelling loops have be巴nconstructed 

among the islands and the Izu Peninsula, joinning at Nii Sima to each other. Closure error of 

each loop is within 20-30cm, wh巴ngeoid undulation inside of each island and vertical deflection 

are taken into consideration. A g巴oidmap thus drawn on the Tokyo Datum indicates a syste・

matic shift of the Tokyo Datum. Another geoid map on a global datum, SAO-SE3, shows 

E妊ectsof the gravity low over the trench lying to the east of the mainland of Japan and the 

gravity high over the southern area of the Izu Islands. Extention of th巴 g巴oidundulation from 

the mainland of Japan (Ganeko, 1976) to this area se巴mssatisfactory. 

Key word田： geoid~over sea levelling. 

1. Introduction. 

Over sea levelling by the trigonometric method have b巴enmade by the Hydro-

graphic Department since 1967 at the area of the Izu Islands which is one of the 

active regions of earthquake. Purpose of this project is to obtain basic data for the 

earthquake pr巴diction.

Observations have been performed at a rate of one pair islands (or mainland) 

per annum. A view of relative positions of the islands connected by the ov巴rs巴a

levelling is shown in Figure 1. Observation y巴aris attached to each connecting line. 

At each of pair islands, two observation sites have been located with a short 

distance but an ad巴quateheight di妊erenc巴. Zenith distances of two sites at th巴

confronted island have been measured mutually from each site at about same time. 

As shown in Figure 2, observation data of eight zenith distances are thus obtained 

every time. We shall call them as one set of data. Measurements hav巴 beenmade 

by th巴odolites: Wild”T3, and-T2 and Kern”DKM3A and”DKM3. Individual observa-

tion data obtained from 1967 to 1975 with fuller description about obser・vationmethod 

are reported by Ganeko and Sasaki (1977). 

Except for the heights for Kozu Sima and Sirahama, geodetic positions of the 

sites are referred to those of the nearby national triangulation points. Geodetic 

coordinates of the triangulation points have been taken from the "Resulting Table" 

of the Geographical Survey Institute (GSI). In general the list contains the coordi-
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nates of the triangulation points referred to the Tokyo Datum. However, for the 

triangulation points in Nii Sima, Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima, to which the 3rd 

order triangulation net of the mainland has not been connected, the Resulting Table 

gives the height determined independently at each island from its local mean sea 

level. During the period of the over sea levelling observation, heights of the obser～ 

vation sites in Kozu Sima were connected ditectly to the bench mark (4. 88m) at 

Kozu Sima Tide Station. Heights of the sites at Sir叶1amawere connected directly 

to the bench mark Itild of the national levelling net. 

B巴sidesthe over sea levelling, observations of astronomic position have been 

made over the Izu Islands, including most of the levelling sites, by means of the 

constant altitude method. Vertical deflection is obtained as the di妊erencebetween 

astronomic and geodetic positions for each site. Devices employed are Tsubokawa 

photoelectric astrolabe, Carl Zeiss Ni-2 astrolabe with a 60°-prism and Kern-DKM3A 

with high sensitive levels and an impersonal micrometer. Individual data with 

preliminary reduction of these observations have been reported by Suzuki and Ha-

rada (1966), Suzuki and Sugimoto (1967), Sugimoto and Harada (1968), Takemt日・a

and Koyama (1970) and Sasaki and Kanazawa (1977). 

In the following the geoid undulations over the Izu Islands area are calculated 

using the above two kinds of observation data. 

2. Geoid-height difference by over sea levellings. 

We suppose that the zenith distance z' of a point P2 is measured at another 

point P1. See Figure 3. Let 

lz1 and h2 : ellipsoidal heights of P1 and P2, 

α ：azimuth of P2 at Pl> 

~and 万： vertical deflection components at P1 along meridian and prime vertical, 
一一一一一今

ε ：vertical deflection component at P1 in the direction of P1P2, 

s : ellipsoidal distance between P1 and P2, 

R : radius of mean curvature of the ellipsoidal arc between P1 and P2, 

K : refraction coe伍dent.

α，s and R are calculated from the geodetic coordinates of P1 and P2・ Wecan 

calculate εfrom~ andマthroughthe well known relation 

ε ＝ ~COSα＋ r; sin α． 
The observed zenith distanc巴refersto the local plumb line, with which the ellipsoidal 

zenith distance z at P1 is related by 

Zニ Z’十ε．

Hence, the di妊erencein the ellipsoidal height between P1 and P2 can be calculated 

from z by the formula 

h9-h, =scot z十_t__-_t__ J(, 
乙＇ 2R 2R (1) 

The second term of the righthand side of (1) corresponds to the curvature of the 

ellipsoid with su伍dentaccuracy in our cas巴， becausethe ellipsoid heights of P1 and 
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P2 are far smaller than the length of R and the zenith distance is very close to 90°. 

The third term is a correction for the curvature of the light pass, assuming it to be 

a part of circle. The effects of this assumption will reflect in the var匂userrors 

estimated in the procedure of data reduction. 

The ellipsoidal height is the sum of the height above mean sea level (above 

th巴 geoid)H and the geoid height N, namely 

h=H十N. (2) 

From (1) and (2) we obtain the difference in geoid height 

LlN = N2-N1＝一（H2-H1)+scotz十三三＿__£__]( 
2R 2R 

(3) 

Since εis a small quantity, we can rewrite (3) as 

LlN＝一（広一品）十scotz’ss＋義義K, (4) 

so that the effect of the vertical deflection appears explicitly. The magnitude of the 

last term of (i1) amounts to about 10 m in our case, say, for s=30 km for example. 

Actually K is not a constant but a var匂blequantity depending on atmospheric 

condition and hence changes with time. Its value varies in a range of 0. 13～0. 15 

usually. 

In principle it is possible to evaluate K using the meteorological data. But such 

a procedure have gr巴atdifficulties practically, especially in gathering the data of 

vertical gradient of air temperature. Therefore, it is more practical to consider (4) 

as an observation equation with two unknowns L1 N and K. It is remarked here 

that the geoid”height di百er・encebetween the two sites in the same island is negligibly 

small because they are located enough closely to each other. Hence only the two 

unknowns above are reasonably adopt巴dto be solved through observation equations 

for each observation set. 

We can figure out other observation equations with more unknowns taking the 

e妊ectof height dependence of the refraction into consideration. There sometimes 

happened also that the apparent zenith distance changed suddenly at one site solely; 

this fact may suggest the air blocks of small size take an important part in the large 

change of observed z巴nithdistance. If this would be tru巴， anexpression of the 

refraction coefficient by a simple function of height would have no advantage but 

would increase the mean errors of L1 N and K calculated by (4). However, since the 

purpose of the present paper is to get a view of the geoid undulations around the 

lzu Islands area, we shall not make further investigations on the refraction effect 

for the pr巴sent.

Result of the least squares calculation of (4) is given in Table 1 and discussed 

in Section 4. 
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3, Inland geiod of the Islands. 

The geoid undulations inside of an island are computed by using the Helmert’s 

formula 

叫一叫，＝一j仔cosAト甲 s川〕出
p 

(5) 

where N,, and Nq are the geoid heights at points P and Q；乙マ arecomponents of 

the vertical deflection in the conventional expression ; A is azimuth of tangential line 

of the integral path from P to Q. If th巴 distanceb巴tweenthem is not so large, the 

integral is approximatad by 

Nq-Np＝一（ε1'十εq)s/2,

ε11=!;11 cos A十b sin A, 

εq=f;q cos A十仇 sinA, 

(6) 

where A is the azimuth of the line PQ. (6) can be applied e妊ectivelyto the case in 

which data of vertical deflection are available only at P and Q. 

Th巴 geoidundulations on the Tokyo Datum inside each island are calculat巴dby 

using (6) for 0 Sima, Nii Sima, Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima, and they are shown 

in Figures 4 (a), 5 (a), 6 (a) and 7 (a), where one of the deflection stations in the 

north part of each island is taken as the starting point ot the integration. Locations 

of the deflection stations are indicated by dots in the figur・es. Accuracies of the 

geoid undulations presented here are estimated to be several centimeters for 0 Sima 

and about 10 cm for the other islands. We see the system:itic effect due to the 

adoption of the Tokyo Datum in the Figures (a）’s. 

In order to eliminate this effect, the following datum shift is applied to reduce 

geocentric rectangular coordinates to one of the world geodetic system, SAO・SES

(Gaposchkin et al., 1973) : 

DX=-136m, DY＝十541m,DZニ十681m. (7) 

Using (7) we C呂ncalculate the distance b巴tweenthe reference ellipsoids of the 

Tokyo Datum and of the SAO-SES as illustrated in Figure 8. By adding this 

distance to the relative geoid undulations on the Tokyo Datum, we can translate the 

geoid undulations on to the SAO-SES system. They are seen in Figures 4 (b), 5 

(b), 6 (b) and 7 (b). The local features of the geoid proper to each of the islands 

are now apparent in these figures, and it can be seen that the high巴stpoint of the 

geoid at each island is not situated at the centre of the island. This fact is interest-

ing especially for 0 Sima and Miyake Sima. 

It may be expected that the peak of the local geoid of 0 Sima is located at the 

center of the island from a view of the distribution of free-air gravity anomaly 

as shown in Figure 9 which has been produc巴dby using the data reported by Yoko-

yama and Tajima (1957). We suppose here that the apparent shape of the geoid is 

produced by a superposition of a local g巴oid caused by mass concentration at the 

island and a general geoid which has a simple shape over wider area around the 

island. We can estimate the feature of the g巴ner叫 geoidby applying any of suita-

ble models, the following assumption is introduced : the local g巴oidhas a shape of 
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Fig. 8 Conversion of geodetic datums. Fig. 9 Free-air gravity anomaly over 0 Sima. 

rotational parabola and the general geoid is expressed by a plane : namely the ver-

tical cross sections of them are expressed by the following formulae, respectively, 

N1,= -as2十Nw,

N.~ ＝ -bs +Nso, 

。＞0

b>O 

(8) 

(9) 

where Nw, N』刊 areconstants and s is a parameter of distance. The shape of ac司

tual geoid is formed by the sum of (8) and (9) 

I I九、2 /,2 

NA=Nr.十Ns=-a(s十τ手－l十NwートNso十三一．
¥ ,;,a I 'W 

Now we find that the peak of the geoid is shifted by the amount of b/2a to the 

direction of the higher portion of slope of the general geoid. Applying this simple 

model to 0 Sima, we find that the island is located on a geoid slope with a gradient 

by 5 cm/km down to the northeast. Similarly for Miyake Sima, the gradient is es-

timated to be about 2 cm/km downward in the same direction. 

4. Geoid around the Izu Islands. 

As describ巴din Section 1, we have horizontal coordinat巴son the Tokyo Datum 

at each levelling site, and vertical deflection data are also available for the most of 

the sites. For those sites wher巴 observationsof astronomic position have not b巴en

made, vertical deflections are estimated from the data at the nearest astronomic si-

tes. We can thus calculate the geoid-height di任erencebetween each island pair from 

the eight observation equations of the form of (4) for each observation set. Results 

are listed in Table 1 with some relevant data. In the 4th column are given the 

weighted m巴ansof the geoid”height difference with formal mean errors obtained 

through the least squares calculations. However, in practice, errors due to the 

adopted vertical deflections and to the adopted heights of the levelling sites ar巴 cer・

tainly larger than the formal errors. Error (as) of the observed vertical deflection 

is estimated to be士1～211depending on the method of observation.ド Inth巴 5th
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column are given values of s・Bc, taking as＝士2ぺasan example for estimating the 

e任ectto the geoid-height di妊erence. As described in Section 1, heights of the lev-

elling sites are referred to those of the triangulation points, and errors in these ref-

erences may be around士20cm.

It was incidentally found through the investigation of the levelling data that 

the heights of the triangulation points in Kozu Sima given in the GSI Resulting 

Tables are 2. Sm higher than those by actual measurement from the mean sea level 

at the bench mark of tide station in Kδzu Sima. If these nominal values would be 

adopt巴din the calculation of the geoid-heght di妊erence,there would app巴aran abnor-

mal dent of g巴oidaround the island. Such a dent could not be interpreted from 

the distribution of gravity anomaly around the Izu Islands area (Segawa and Bowin, 

in press). Then, we have adopted the actual height for Kozu Sima to evaluate the 

geoid-height di妊erencegiven in Table 1. (See addendum in proof.) 

The geoid-height di妊erencestransformed into the SAO勾SE3system are also 

given in the last column of Table 1. 

We can now view the geoid undulation around the Izu Islands in Table 1 and 

the geoid inside of each island in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. As shown in Figure 1, two 

loops of the levelling have been formed, i.e. Sirahama, Nii Sima, 0 Sima, Sirahama; 
Nii Sima, Kozu Sima, Miyake Sima, Nii Sima. Loop closures of the geoid-height 

differences are within 14 cm for the former loop and about 30cm for the latter. 

The large misclosur・efor the latter loop comes mainly from the bad accuracy of the 

vertidal deflection data at Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima where astronomic observa司

tions were made mostly by visual method. 

A geoid contour map around the Izu Islands on the Tokyo Datum is produced 

by extending the astrogeodetic geoid map of Japan made by Ganeko (1976). It is 

presented in Figure 10, in which the geoid-height at Sirahama is taken to be zero 

for convenience’s sake. Figure 11 is the geoid in the SAO・SE3system, which is 

also drawn by extending the geoid map of the same kind by Ganeko (1976), in 

which the datum point of the Tokyo Datum is taken as the reference point of the 

geoid-height. In preparing th巴semaps, the over sea levelling between Miyake Sima 

and Kozu Sima is less weighted than the others because of the bad accuracy of the 

vertical deflection data as explained above. In Figure 12, the free-air gravity ano・

maly map by S巴gawaand Bowin (in press) is laid on Figure 11. We can easily 

understand the rapid change of the direction of geoid contour lines in the Izu Island 

area on seeing the existence of a vast area of gravity high to the south of Izu Is-

lands. The gravity high may overcompensate the gravity low of the Izu-Ogasawa-

ra Trench, and contribute to a g巴oidrise over the south area of the Izu Islands. On 

the other hand, the gravity lows in Suruga Bay and o庄 EnsyilNada may contribute 

to a geoid dent there. The geoid slope suggested in the last paragraph of Section 

*For exampl巴， visualobservations with Carl Zeiss Ni-2 astrolabe include some amount of 

personal equation in longitudinal compon巴nt. They are, of cours巴， correctedin the •reduction, 
but the resultant deflections ar巴 stillconsidered to be not accurate enough for the author. 
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3 is clearly found in Figure 11 and its gradient agrees fairly well with those esti-

mated there. 

5. Concluding remarks. 

Due to the restriction of mutual distances, determination of g巴oidheight differ-

ence by means of the over sea levelling cannot be applied to the area further from 

Mikura Sima. Evalultuin of geoid undulation for the outer area in the Pacific Ocean 

has to be made by other methods ; on巴 ofthem is gravimetrical one using ter-

restrial gravity data. A simple application of the Stokes’integral requires gravity 

data over the entire surface of the earth, but the combination of the terrestrial gra司

vity data and the coefficients of the earth potential derived from the satellite track-

ing data enables to compute a detailed gravimetric geoid, although the terrestrial 

data are not available at present with su伍cientdensity to cover the whole surface 

of the earth (Strange et al., 1972 : Ganeko, 1975). By applying this method, compu-

tation of a gravimetric geoid in Japan and the adjacent seas is now under prepara-

tion. The geoid obtained in the present pap巴rwill be of use for the calibration of 

the detailed gravimetric geoid. 

The accuracy of the g巴oid-heightat Miyake Sima is roughly estimated to be 

about士30cm. Since positions of the levelling sites are based on those of the tri-

angulation points, the accuracy of th巴 heightabove mean sea level (above the geoid) 

of the triangulation points directly reflects into that of calculat巴dg巴oid-heightdiffer・”

ences. Although the case of Kozu Sima may be an unusual one, the possibility of 

some error still remains concerning the other islands. Further investigation on this 

problem and improvement in the accuracy of the V巴rticaldeflection data are needed 

to compute the geoid undulations more precisely. 

It should be remark巴dthat the derivation of the geoid maps in Figures 10 and 

11 are based on two serious assumtions. They are (i) assumption that the adopted 

heights of the levelling sites are ref巴rredto the ture mean sea levels at respective 

islands, and (ii) assumption that the mean sea level represents the geoid surface. 

Ultimate sources of the heights in Nii Sima, Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima are tide 

observations in 1910’s, detailed records of which s巴emto have gotten scatt巴redand 

lost. It is probable that the periods of thes巴 observationswere limited in some 

short t巴rms. On the other hand, the mean sea levels in the Izu Islands change sig-

ni負cantlyaccording as the situation of the flow axis of the Kuroshio. In particular 

at Kozu Sima and Miyake Sima, monthly means of sea level change often over 50 

cm within one year (e. g. Shoji, 1972). Detailed analysis of tid巴 observationdata 

for longer periods is desired. 

Mean sea surface never coincides with the geoid surface, especially in the area 

where ocean current dominates. Investigation on the discrepancy between them is 

entangled with the analysis of tide data stated adove, and is an important problem 

for research in marine geodesy as well as in oceanography. Information from the 

gravimetric geoid may b巴comea good tool to separate these two surfac巴sso that 
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Fig. 12 

dynamics of the ocean current be improved. Such improvement may be feel back to 

refine our lmowleclge on the geoicl in ocean area. 

The author is indebted to Drs. J. S巴gawaand C. Bowin for・kindpermission to 

use their result before publication. Thanks are due to Dr. A. M. Sini and Mr. T. 

Mori for advice to prepare the manuscript. This paper would not appear without 

the accumulation of data obtained with great e妊ortin many years by the members 

of the Astronomical Division, JHD. The author wish巴sto express his appreciation 

to all of them. 
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